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USC’s Student Health Services is trying 
to spread awareness about eating disorders 
and their potential severity as part of a 
national health promotion week.
“It’s an annual project designed to increase 
the awareness on a healthy body image and 
on the prevention of any such disorders,” 
said Deborah Zippel, the 
registered dietitian at the 
Thomson Student Health 
C e nt e r.  “ T he r e  a r e 
many students here on 
campus that do not seek 
treatment.”
Based on the Spring 
2008 National College 
H e a l t h  A s s e s s m e n t , 
c o n d u c t e d  b y  t h e 
American College Health 
Association, 1.8 percent of 
students surveyed reported 
hav ing anorex ia  and 2.1 
percent  repor ted  hav i ng 
bulimia. 
“While these numbers may 
seem small, when you consider we 
have 27,000 students on our campus, 
we’re talking about hundreds and hundreds 
of students with a serious eating disorder,” 
said Nicole Carrico, the health center’s public 
relations and quality assurance coordinator. 
Carrico said it is 
easy to assume the media, the 
fashion industry or low self-esteem could 
all be possible culprits, but eating disorders 
are “much more complex than that.” Both 
Eating disorders at Carolina
Derek Legette
STAFF WRITER
Campus health center provides 
services, awareness of conditions
Eating ● 4
Homelessness project endangers 
participants, emphasizes issue
Josh Dawsey
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Spending the night in a downtown park to learn 
more about homelessness turned into a nightmare 
for two USC roommates this weekend.
Paul Bowers and Matthew Wolfer, both students 
in USC’s journalism school, were spending Friday 
night in a park on Pendleton Street as part of their 
work on a “Homeless in Columbia” project. Around 
1 a.m. Saturday morning, three men dressed in black 
clothes walked up to the pair.
“It didn’t seem like they were up to anything 
walking up,” said Bowers, a third-year print 
journalism student. “It wasn’t until they got close to 
us that one of them spoke up.”
Two of the three had guns, Bowers said. They 
asked for the pair’s cell phones and wallets. 
Neither Bowers nor Wolfer, a third-year visual 
communications student, had a phone or wallet.
One of the men pushed Bowers and hit him. 
Wolfer was hit twice with a pistol from another 
robber.
Bowers and Wolfer fi led a police report, but no 
subjects have been apprehended. Two girls said later 
they were attacked by three men matching a similar 
description, Bowers said.
The pair planned to spend spring break on the 
streets of Columbia, but they won’t anymore.
“It’s clearly not safe to stay outside in Columbia,” 
Bowers said. “And if I stayed in a homeless shelter, 
it’d be keeping someone without a home out on the 
streets.”
Bowers plans to continue the project, but will 
likely reconsider specifi c parts of his plan. He’s been 
working on the project for a month already, he said.
The project recently was picked up by The 
Huffi ngton Post, a national news Web site. 
Bowers and Wolfer hope to highlight the plight 
of the ever-growing homeless population in the 
Columbia area.
Last summer, Bowers spent time working with 
New York Times columnist Nick Kristof. Bowers 
is a former reporter and editor for The Daily 
Gamecock.
Keep up w it h t heir progress at  ht tp://
columbiahomeless.wordpress.com/. 
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USC men’s basketball will 
meet UK again after the 
last tremendous upset 
over the Wildcats. 
See page 11
Our Mix Editors drop a 
few lines on this year’s 
exceptional f i lms that 
didn’t make the cut for 
Academy gold.
See page 7
Boredom 
is the new 
affl iction of 
youth in the 
the 21st 
century. 
You’ve got 
to be mind-
ful of life’s 
every oppor-
tunity to stay 
active and 
unique.
 
See page 6
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Kentucky sequel
Mix Tape: Oscar Snubs
It’s a Wunderful Life
Michael 
Wunderlich 
Third-year 
broadcast 
jounralism 
student
Check out our preview of 
today’s J. Cole and Girl Talk 
concert. Students, faculty 
and staff get in free with 
their Carolina IDs. 
Carolina Productions event
Online @
Mix
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University offi cials say an investigation is still ongoing as to why 
James “Jimmy” Eichorn, a second-year political science student from 
Charlotte, N.C., fell out of a second-story window of the Sigma Nu 
house Tuesday morning, arriving at Palmetto Health Richland around 
3 a.m. 
In a preliminary incident report released Wednesday by USC’s police 
department, the responding offi cer wrote it was unknown if Eichorn 
was under the infl uence of alcohol or drugs at the time of the fall. The 
offi cer asked for a follow-up investigation.
USC police arrived at the Sigma Nu house at 3:26 a.m. Tuesday 
morning. Eichorn was already in the ambulance upon the officer’s 
arrival. He provides no other details about the event.
USC Police Director Ernie Ellis said there’s no timeline to when the 
investigation will conclude.
A Facebook group entitled “PRAY for Jimmy!!” exploded with 
members and comments Tuesday. As of late Tuesday, it had more than 
3,000 members. Many wrote encouraging messages to the family.
One post reads, “Our thoughts and prayers are with you constantly, 
Jimmy. Stay the strong man that we know you are ... we love you and 
God Bless you.” 
— Compiled by Assistant News Editor Josh Dawsey
What is Normal Eating?
Normal eating is ...
•Eating a variety of foods rather than 
eating “safe” foods every day.
•Not classifying foods as “good” or 
“bad.”
•Realizing that there is no one perfect 
food and that a variety of foods should be 
eaten for health.
•Eating healthy foods because you like 
them, not only because of their health 
benefi ts.
•Eating when you are hungry and 
stopping when you feel satisfi ed.
•Eating too many cookies right out of 
the oven because they taste wonderful.
•Eating frequent small meals and snacks 
for energy and to prevent overeating 
later in the day.
•Enjoying your favorite treats on 
occasion without guilt.
•Undereating on occasion and 
wishing you had more.
•Overeat ing at t imes, feel ing 
stuffed and uncomfortable.
•Trust ing your body to adjust to 
changes in your food intake.
•Giving yourself permission to eat 
sometimes because you are celebrating, 
happy, bored or because you are human.
— Information from USC’s 
Thomson Student Health Center 
Courtesy of Paul Bowers
Paul Bowers, co-creator of homelessness project.
Journalism students held at gunpoint in park
Courtesy of Matthew Wolfer
Matthew Wolfer and his roommate were attacked 
while conducting their project in a downtown park.
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
Courtesy of sc.edu
Fraternity member Jimmy Eichorn fell from the Sigma Nu house early 
Tuesday morning and was immediately taken to the hospital.
Police continue investigation
THE MIX
therapeutictouchmassage2008.com
• We come to you 
• Special student rates 
• Great for student groups, 
organizations or events!
Relax, rejuvenate & Learn
US PEACE CORPS 
     Your skills. Our jobs.
Peace Corps is now EXPANDING OUR OVERSEAS ASSIGNMENTS around the globe. 
The applica?on process is compe??ve. Full health insurance, travel and training.
Learn how your degree may qualify for the toughest job you will ever love. 
Visit with our South Carolina Recruiter: 1.800.424.8580
USC seniors encouraged to apply before March 15th deadline.
APPLY ONLINE
www.peacecorps.gov
Check website for local USC events.
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New image for spring break
US to limit Afghan night raidsCruise line sickness unknown
LOCAL INTERNATIONAL
NATIONAL
— Th e Associated Press
 About 350 people who got sick a week into a Caribbean 
cruise were responding well to medicine, the cruise line said 
Tuesday.
Celebrity Cruise spokeswoman Cynthia Martinez said 326 
of the more than 1,800 passengers on the Celebrity Mercury 
began complaining Sunday of upset stomachs, vomiting and 
diarrhea. Martinez says 27 of the nearly 850 crew members 
also reported symptoms.
The ship left Charleston on Feb. 15. Offi cials said there’s 
been an outbreak in norovirus cases across S.C. but that it’s 
not possible to say if that’s what led to the ship’s illnesses.
Martinez says the crew is conducting “enhanced cleaning” 
of the ship to prevent the spread of the illness.
It’s not clear what caused the outbreak. Norovirus is often 
to blame for similar symptoms sweeping closed quarters like 
those on cruise ships, but a determination will have to wait 
until samples are tested.
Samples from ill passengers and crew are being sent to 
the Centers for Disease Control, said CDC spokesman 
Jay Dempsey. He said workers from the agency’s Vessel 
Sanitation Program will meet the ship when it arrives in 
Charleston. The workers will conduct an environmental 
assessment of the ship to determine the cause of the illness, 
he added.
According to the CDC Web site, there were two outbreaks 
of norovirus, which causes stomach f lu, last winter on 
the Celebrity Mercury. In all, the agency investigated 15 
outbreaks of gastrointestinal illnesses on cruise ships calling 
at American ports.
PANAMA CITY BEACH, Fla. — The few beach walkers, 
surfers and sidewalk shoppers who ventured out on a recent 
chilly afternoon created a very different scene from the craziness 
that will soon crank up here as temperatures climb and students 
descend on this spring break paradise.
March and April on Panama City Beach conjure images 
of raucous concerts and throngs of barely dressed teens and 
twenty-somethings cruising the city’s streets.
But tourism leaders hope to clean up the hard-partying image 
a bit in time for the May 23 opening of the Northwest Florida 
Beaches International Airport, the first new airport to open 
since the 2001 terrorist attacks.
“The airport is the big, new story of the day,” said Dan 
Rowe, president of Panama City Beach’s Convention and 
Visitors’ Bureau. Rowe touts the hundreds of new Gulf-front 
condominiums that have replaced dilapidated hotels in recent 
years and a sprawling beach-front pedestrian shopping center 
that opened in 2008.
Spring break is one part of Panama City Beach, but shouldn’t 
defi ne it, Rowe said , urging visitors to check out the revitalized 
beach year-round for girls’ weekends, family vacations, romantic 
getaways and other events. And he said  the new airport will 
make it easier for tourists from all over to reach this traditionally 
Southern vacation destination.
“There is a balance we are trying to hit with spring break. 
There are folks in our community who wish the spring break 
would go away, but there are others whose depend on it for a 
major part of their business,” Rowe said.
KABUL — American troops knocked on the door, and 
before the Afghan family could fi nd the key to let them in, 
the soldiers broke it down.
There was no time to take women in the home to another 
place, said 77-year-old Mohammad Nabi. And that’s what 
troubled the retired school teacher most about the intrusion 
in the southern town of Marjah.
“If they ask us to take our women and daughters in another 
place and then they do the search, we have no problems,” 
Nabi told an Associated Press reporter. “We will cooperate 
with them. But they just enter the house and start searching 
and they don’t care who is there.”
A new directive, confirmed Wednesday by U.S. Gen. 
Stanley McChrystal, aims to limit such nighttime raids on 
civilians. It was prompted by a storm of complaints from 
Afghans who, like Nabi, who were enraged over foreign 
soldiers bursting into their homes.
The move is the most recent by coalition forces to woo the 
Afghan public away from the Taliban.
“We didn’t understand what a cultural line it was,” said 
McChrystal during a luncheon with a group of young 
Afghans involved in a leadership program, part of a series he 
regularly holds to hear Afghan public opinion.
“We are trying to change the way we do these,” he said.
Such raids emerged as the top concern by Afghans after 
McChrystal limited the use of airstrikes, which were 
responsible for the bulk of civilian deaths. He said the 
directive, whose details remain classifi ed, was issued in late 
January. The AP had been told last month that NATO forces 
would limit night raids, but the change was only confi rmed 
Wednesday.
Bruce Smith / The Associated Press
The Celebrity Mercury cruise liner makes a port call in 
Charleston, S.C., to depart for the Caribbean. 
Terry Barner / The Associated Press
Beach-goers celebrate a traditional spring break in Florida.
Brennan Linsley / The Associated Press
U.S. Marines gather inside a combat outpost before a night 
mission in southern Afghanistan.
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Zippel and Carrico said a combination 
of more sophisticated factors lead to the 
development of eating disorders.
“It could be genet ic backgrounds, 
biochemical imbalances, social imbalances 
to be thin or just the diffi cult transition 
to the college life,” Zippel said. “People 
refuse treatment because they are in 
denial or are fearful of gaining weight.”
Eating disorders can be divided into 
three dif ferent categories: anorex ia 
nervosa, binge eating disorder or bulimia 
nervosa. Anorexia is defi ned as abstaining 
from food and thus consistent weight 
loss. Binge eating disorder involves the 
act of binging; however, its victims do 
not act in ways to purge themselves or to 
counter the binging. Bulimia also involves 
cycles of purging and binging, but as a 
result from laxative abuse or self-induced 
vomiting. 
Zippel says she has had many students 
come to her with such problems, and most 
of them tend to be from residence halls 
and sororities.
“Sororities put emphasis on calories and 
losing weight, and that just intensifi es the 
problem,” she said.
However,  Zippel  says  some ma le 
students do come in with similar problems 
as well.
“In general, some bodybuilders do 
acquire muscle dysphoria , which entails 
over-exercising and probably tak ing 
steroids because they feel as if they are not 
muscular enough,” she said.
Zippel said she is sure there are some 
people on campus who may have that 
problem.
There are a number of organizations on 
campus that cater to helping students with 
any eating disorders they may be suffering 
from.
“Our programs focus on increasing 
physical activity and improving nutrition 
as the way to long-term weight loss,” 
Carrico said.
Zippel said her role is to teach students 
what normal eating is.
“Contrary to belief, for college-aged 
females, they need 2,000 to 2,200 calories 
daily and 2,400 plus for college-aged 
males,” she said.
Zippel said the counseling center is 
very well-trained at helping students with 
eating issues, and anyone can come in for 
free.
“If anyone reading this article thinks 
they need help, they should stop by. It’s 
free to full-time students,” Zippel said. 
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
Eating ● Continued from 1
Dustin Glendinning / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Thomson Student Health Center has many programs to help encourage students to eat well.
506 Gervais St. • 803-988-8447
Tan for 1 month
$29 - Unlimited
Tan for 2 months
$52 - Unlimited
Hours: Mon - Fri 9:30 am - 7pm 
Sat 9:30 am - 1pm / 3:30 - 7pm
No Contracts!
No Bank Drafts!
No Membership
Fees!
Spray tanning 
coming to 
the Vista
“by appointment only”
Prices starting at
per session 
per person$23
  Packages available!
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Kathryn Hannon
Samantha Herstine
Addison Litton
Marin Mueller
Robin Neumayer
Linda Tingley
Ali Bickelman
Lucia Caradonio
Alex Chapman
Kylie Corcoran
Lisa Ellmaurer
Amanda Gruskos
THE MEMBERS OF THE CHI CIRCLE OF
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE THE 
FOLLOWING RECENTLY SELECTED 
CANDIDATES FOR THEIR OUTSTANDING 
LEADERSHIP AND PARTICIPATION IN {{A post-election, tension-plagued Student Government put aside its differences and passed leg is lat ion near-unanimously Wednesday 
night.
“ I t  w a s  a n  e f f i c i e n t 
meeting,” Sen. Matt Ungar 
said. “It really was.”
One of the bills that passed 
unanimously was a direct 
result of the recent Kate 
Allison controversy. Ungar, 
a campaign organizer for 
Allison, proposed legislation 
that would force SG to provide 
each student organization 
a copy of elections codes. 
Members of A lpha Delta 
Pi sorority said they didn’t 
know they were breaking the 
rules when they took action 
leading to Allison’s eventual 
disqualifi cation.
“There are many students 
on campus who don’t pay 
attention to what we do,” the 
third-year public relations 
student sa id. “So I want 
the rules to be published to 
them.”
Ungar said the legislation 
is the first of many steps to 
make the organization more 
transparent. SG is planning 
more budget effi ciency online, 
an across-t he-board SG 
application for all positions 
and greater advertising for 
important initiatives.
Legislation to recommend 
t h a t  U n i v e r s i t y ’ s 
administ rat ion ra ise the 
student transportation fee 
by $5 for a period of f ive 
years also passed the body 
during the meeting. Students 
currently pay $10 per year.
Leaders hope to take the 
money and provide more 
buses for students to ride to 
class. Students often complain 
of long wait times and older 
buses, organization leaders 
said.
Sen. Megan Ananian , the 
sponsor of the legislation, 
s a i d  t h e  U n i v e r s i t y ’ s 
administration currently can’t 
afford to pay for the buses 
without students contributing 
more money. With the funds, 
the University can likely fund 
24 more buses and lessen wait 
times.
The senate also addressed 
t he adv isement process . 
Legislat ion sponsored by 
Sen. Ben Bullock , which 
passed unanimously, asks the 
University to convene a panel 
to answer student questions 
about advisement. Students 
can submit questions inside 
a drop box at the Russell 
House.
Leaders a lso used t he 
meet ing to ask for more 
publicity about the “Know 
Yo u r  C a r ”  e v e n t  n e x t 
Wednesday afternoon at the 
Pendleton Street garage. Car 
specialists will analyze and fi x 
problems with students’ cars 
before spring break for free. 
Josh Dawsey
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Legislation meets 
with unanimous 
support by senators
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
Jeremy Aaron / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Sen. Matt Ungar supports providing election codes to student 
organizations following troubles with Allison’s campaign.
SG agrees on bills
Tell me if you’ve heard this somewhere 
before; “Yea, that class is easy, but it’s so 
boring!” 
Or what about, “My weekend was so 
boring, I didn’t do anything exciting.”
If you can hear yourself or a friend saying 
things of that nature, don’t be surprised. It’s 
nothing unusual. 
In a world of endless video games to play, 
thousands of television channels to drool at, 
countless Web sites to explore and hundreds 
of clubs and activities to discover, we’ve 
succumbed to the dreadful state of boredom. 
The most common words I hear during 
my time on campus aren’t “homework,” 
“study” or even “tarantula.”
No, the theme of boredom 
is often a major player in 
our conversations today — 
although it’d be a whole lot 
cooler if tarantulas were 
mentioned, too. 
We’re bored in class, bored 
out of class, bored at the 
gym, bored at home, bored 
watching TV, bored driving 
home, bored in the library, 
bored doing laundry, bored 
cooking dinner and bored 
being alive. 
When did life become so mundane for 
everyone? 
We’ve become a collection of individuals 
that not only yearn for, but also demand 
ex t reme st imulat ion in order to be 
entertained or engaged. 
If we’re not having the time of our lives, 
then we might as well be sleeping. 
When you think about it, the absurdity 
of the whole situation creeps into your head 
and nestles snuggly into your cranium. Like 
a tarantula might. 
We can’t possibly be bored all the time, 
not even most of the time. 
There are so many things in this world 
to do, to feel, enjoy, explore and experience 
that if you were to feel that hideous feeling 
of boredom you might have to check your 
pulse. 
We can’t possibly admit to being bogged 
down by such feelings of drudgery and 
monotony when our lives are anything but 
monotonous. 
Consider this: We go to a vastly improving 
and vastly expanding university, take classes 
from some of the most interesting and 
exciting people in their fi elds of study, yet we 
complain about how tedious it is to sit in class 
and listen to a lecture for 55 minutes. 
Rejoice! You have the power to change this 
horrible fate, but only if you want to change.
Life’s too exciting and too precious to be 
bored; you have the ability to throw yourself 
into whatever it is that you’re doing. 
If you’re writ ing a paper, set out to 
annihilate that assignment by destroying 
any chance that it wouldn’t be exactly your 
best work.
If you’re going to the dreaded fitness 
center, declare war on your physical state 
and prepare to push yourself to your absolute 
limits. 
There’s absolutely no way we should ever 
feel bored in this world, not when we’ve got 
so many things to enjoy, so many people we 
haven’t met yet, so many opportunities to put 
our hearts into something and experience 
the satisfaction of it in return. 
Now is the time to shed the husk of that 
shell of boredom and realize life is exciting, 
as long as you allow it to be. Especially with 
tarantulas. 
 
Throughout history there have been “fads.” 
Poodle skirts, mullets, pet rocks and free love 
have all been the rage at one point or another. 
Today, the new thing is to have attention 
defi cit hyperactivity disorder, or in slang terms 
ADD. People are constantly claiming that they 
“feel so ADD” or “didn’t do jack” because their 
ADD was hitting them hard. Do all of these 
people really suffer from ADD, or are they 
just ignoring the fact that it is a very real and 
serious ailment?
Everyone has some degree of attent ion 
deficiency; to not have it would be nearly 
impossible in today’s world. With so many 
modern distractions like television, iPods, cell 
phones and the Internet, it’s no wonder we 
have diffi culties focusing on one task at a time. 
We’ve become programmed to multi-task 
to a degree that has become more harmful 
than helpful. However, just because you have 
problems concentrating doesn’t make you a 
candidate for ADD. Many claim to have been 
diagnosed with ADD and while that may be 
true for some, the majority of the time people 
are making excuses for themselves.
Personally, as someone who struggles daily 
to cope with ADD, I find it offensive when 
someone blames their lack of ef fort and 
attention on ADD when most likely they don’t 
actually have it. It may not be a disability that 
is physically identifi able, but it’s just as serious 
and sensitive to those of us who are truly 
affected by it. 
Today, many parents, educators 
and hea lth professiona ls are 
concerned that A DHD — as 
it is referred to in the medical 
fi eld — is being over-diagnosed, 
and medicat ions l ike Rital in, 
Adderall and Concerta are being 
prescribed too often to children 
a nd  you ng  adu lt s .  L i ke  a l l 
medications, ADHD drugs can 
have serious side effects, such 
as loss of appet ite, insomnia, 
severe mood swings, increased 
heart rate and irritabil it y. So 
why prescribe them if they’re not absolutely 
necessary? Simple: people are misled to believe 
that ADHD medication will boost a person’s 
intelligence and his or her ability to absorb 
information. Though parents may be weary 
of the long-term side effects that can put their 
child’s health at risk, or the possibility of them 
developing a drug dependency, they don’t want 
their child suffering academically. 
I agree with those who believe ADD is over-
diagnosed and the medication over-prescribed. 
I know first hand the diff iculties and side 
effects linked with the medication. Sometimes 
they can really prevent you from functioning 
like a normal person. I wasn’t diagnosed with 
ADHD until middle school, and even though 
my grades suffered due to my diagnosis, I still 
enjoyed a normal childhood. I luckily avoided 
some inconveniences associated with ADHD 
medication, such as being anti-social and 
incredibly irritable. I’ll be the fi rst to admit 
that the medicine helps, but if given a choice 
I’d choose to be ADHD free and forgo the 
prescription. 
Childhood is supposed to be about having 
fun and enjoying yourself; that’s not to say 
that the same doesn’t apply to adulthood, but 
as a child you’re not supposed to be jacked up 
on medication and have your energy subdued. 
Moreover, children in general are going to 
be hyper and have shorted attention spans, 
yet how are professionals supposed to weed 
out the ones who truly have a problem from 
those who don’t when they all appear to have 
trouble paying attention? Well, they should 
wait until the kid is old enough to show signs 
of true attention defi ciency before they jump 
to conclusions. 
  
  
In a move orchestrated to 
soothe the populist upheaval 
against the banking industry, 
new regulations will imperil 
the ability of banks to collect 
overdraft fees.
Cu r rent l y, 
o v e r d r a f t 
s e r v i c e  a n d 
the associated 
fees are par t 
of most debit 
card contracts. 
S t a r t i n g  i n 
August, banks 
w i l l  have  to 
ask customers 
to  opt  i n  to 
o v e r d r a f t 
service . Those who don’t will 
not be able to buy items worth 
more than their account 
balance with their debit cards.
T h e  f e e s ,  a n d  t h e 
bank s a long w it h t hem, 
a re  being demon ized as 
unfair, unreasonable and 
unscrupulous. One can almost 
picture Bank of America as 
a vulture eager to descend 
on the corpse of the unlucky 
teenager who buys a $3 ice 
cream cone with a card tied to 
a $2 bank account.
B a n k s  a r e  r e s i s t i n g 
dropping the fees because 
they will lose a great source 
of income, but also because 
overdraf t ing const it utes 
a breach of contract. Debit 
cards are meant to use money 
in a specif ic account, not 
issue credit. If banks wanted 
to issue credit cards they 
could (and do), but those are 
for a fundamentally different 
purpose.
I was once the victim of 
an overdraft fee. My bank 
charged me $30 for dipping 
$13 too deep into my checking 
account. Was it annoying? 
Absolutely. Was it my fault? 
You bet. I signed a piece of 
paper promising to pay a 
penalty if I failed to stay within 
the limits of my account. I 
failed, and the bank made sure 
that I kept my promise. Fair 
enough.
This discussion is important 
for more reasons than just 
determining culpability on 
overdrafts. If the consumer 
can pass the buck on using 
a debit card l ike a credit 
card, then it becomes almost 
impossible to convince him 
that he needs to make a budget 
and live within it.
A reasoned analysis of the 
banking industry could surely 
point to many practices that 
should end. Attacking those 
that make sense and enforcing 
consumer responsibility only 
encourages us to make the 
same old mistakes.
In order for our economy 
to regain its strength, the 
American consumer needs to 
take that message to heart.
 
On Tuesday, Ron Binder , USC’s director of Greek life, refused 
to comment on whether or not there would be a gathering for 
Jimmy Eichorn , the Sigma Nu member hospitalized when he 
fell out of the second-story window of his fraternity house. 
Tuesday night over 100 students gathered to pray for Eichorn. 
Why would Binder want to hide this?
Binder’s refusal to disclose details is ridiculous. The director 
of Greek life’s duty is to inform the press and the student body 
of what is going on in the Greek Village. Eichorn may be a 
Greek, but he is a USC student as well. 
The Eichorn incident aside, officials and certain chapters 
within the Greek community have a bad habit of trying to hide 
things from the public. Another recent example was Alpha 
Delta Pi’s attempted cover-up 
of the wrongdoing that led to 
Kate Allison’s disqualification. 
Alpha Delta Pi members were 
told not to “rat-out” anyone in 
their sorority. 
W hen cer t a i n  member s 
anonymously told the truth, they 
were branded as traitors.
Traitors for doing the right 
thing? Traitors for telling the 
truth?
This secret society mentality isn’t an effective communication 
tool for any corporation. If Binder had sat in on one public 
relations class he would know “no comment” just leaves room 
for speculations and rumors. Forming human barricades around 
your houses is sending a clear message, but it probably isn’t the 
one that will be most effective. Start talking to the press. The 
Greek Village is part of the larger Carolina community, and 
when we’re all informed we can deal with these issues together. 
We at The Daily Gamecock send our prayers out to Jimmy 
Eichorn, as a Sigma Nu and as a USC student.
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CORRECTIONS
The election picture on Wednesday’s front page was taken by Keri 
Goff. The Daily Gamecock regrets the error. If you fi nd an error in 
today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us know about it. E-mail 
sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu and we will print the correction in our next 
issue.
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s 
V i ew p o i n t s  p a g e  i s  to  s t i m u l a te 
discussion in the University of South 
Carol ina community. A l l  publ ished 
authors are expected to provide logical 
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages 
readers to voice opinions and offers three 
methods of expression: letters to the 
editor, guest columns and feedback on 
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be 
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words 
in length and include the author’s name, 
year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and 
USC faculty members to submit guest 
co lumns. Columnists should keep 
submissions to about 500 words in 
length and include the author’s name and 
position. Guest columns are limited to 
three per author per semester. 
The editor reserves the right to edit 
and condense submissions for length 
and clarity, or not publish at all. 
All submissions become the property 
of  The Da i ly Gamecock and must 
conform to the legal standards of USC 
Student Media.
IT’S YOUR RIGHT
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HAVE SOMETHING TO SAY TO ONE OF OUR COLUMNISTS? SOMEONE DISS YOUR BROS OR YOUR 
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Top 30
 Albums
— Compiled by Isaac Sarton
Jimmy Gilmore and Kelsey Pacer
THE MIX AND ASSISTANT MIX EDITORS
Comments on this story? E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu
1    YEASAYER ODD 
      BLOOD
      Secretly Canadian
2    TORO Y MOI
      Causers of This 
      (Carpark)
3    NEON INDIAN
      Psychic Chasms 
      (Lefse)
4    HOT CHIP
       One Life Stand 
       (Astralwerks)
5    FILMS
       Oh, Scorpio 
       (Filter US)
6    FOUR TET
      There Is Love In Your  
      (Domino) 
7    YOU SAY PARTY!   
      WE SAY DIE! 
      XXXX (paper bag) 
8    MAN/MIRACLE
      The Shape of Things 
      (Culture)
9    GIRLS
      Album 
      True Panther Sounds
10  SURFER BLOOD
      Astro Coast Kanine
11  MAGNETIC FIELDS
      Realism Nonesuch
12  ANGELO SPENCER
      Angelo Spencer Et Les 
      Hauts Sommets (K)
13  AUSTIN CRANE 
      A Place at the Table
14  CLIENTELE
      Bonfi res on the Heath 
      (Merge) 
15  KOPECKY FAMILY 
      BAND
      Embraces (EP)
16  JOOKABOX
      Dead Zone Boys   
     (Asthmatic Kitty-Joyful 
     Noise Recordings) 
17 HAVE GUN, WILL 
     TRAVEL 
      Postcards from the 
      Friendly City 
      (Phantom Domestic) 
18  CALEB AND 
      SALEEM
      Outgrown These 
      Walls (MSR)
19  ALBUM LEAF
      A Chorus of 
     Storytellers (SUB POP)
20  MATT THE 
      ELECTRICIAN 
      Animal Boy 
      (Self-Released) 
21  GALACTIC 
      Ya-Kay-May (ANTI-)
22  DEVENDRA 
      BANHART
      What Will We Be 
      (Warner Bros.) 
23  DAM-FUNK
      Toeachizown (Stones 
      Throw)
24  DIRTY DANCING
      Dirty Dancing 
25 FANSHAW 
      Dark Eyes (Mint)
26  BEACH HOUSE 
      Teen Dream (SUB 
      POP) 
27  VIA AUDIO
      Animalore (Undertow)
28  CUTTHROAT    
      SHAMROCK 
       Blood Rust Whiskey
29  LUCERO
      1372 Overton Park    
      (Universal Republic) 
MIX TA
PE
5 Oscar Snubs
we’re obsessing
about this
week
Courtesy of The Weinstein Co.
30  PANTHA DU 
      PRINCE
      Black Noise (Rough 
      Trade) 
HOT CHIP 
This is the fourth release 
of the electronic band Hot 
Chip. St i l l reel ing f rom 
the success of “Made in the 
Dark,” Hot Chip has decided 
to tone down their high-
tempo stature by switching 
to a more disco influenced 
beat for their new album, 
“One Life Stand.”
YOU SAY PARTY! WE 
SAY DIE!
It seems like You Say Party! 
We Say Die!  have been 
through a lot of break-ups. 
In this post punk world, it 
is great that female punk 
singers are starting to get 
more notice, ESPECIALLY 
w he n  t he y  c ome  f r om 
Canada. If you’re a fan of Be 
Your Own Pet and Le Tigre, 
you would enjoy this band.
GIRLS
Ironically, Girls is a band 
without girls. With a voice 
that sounds like a mixture 
of Elvis Costello and Jarvis 
Cocker, this band subtly 
sings about “the dirty.” In 
their new album, “Album,” 
they have a funky sense of 
redefi ning beach music just 
in time for spring break!
THE MAGNETIC FIELDS
These kids became famous 
when they came out with 
t he i r  a lb u m  “69  L o v e 
Songs.” With their latest 
re lea se  “Rea l i sm,”  The 
Magnetic Fields stay true 
to their seventies infl uenced 
sound while remaining loyal 
to their fan base. If you love 
trippy music, The Magnetic 
Fields are for you.
MATT THE 
ELECTRICIAN
Mat t t he Elec t r ic ian i s 
actually an electrician! He 
is a folk singer hailing all 
the way from Austin, Texas. 
On his album “Animal Boy,” 
his raspy vocals and ukulele 
bring out the bare essentials 
of good music. Try Matt 
the Electrician’s cover of 
Journey’s “Faithfully” for an 
aurally different version of 
the song.
Courtesy of MySpace.com
Courtesy of 
enmedia.worldpress.com
Courtesy of freshwap.net
Courtesy of austinchronicle.com
Courtesy of behindthehype.com
Courtesy of Fox Searchlight Pictures
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 Marion Cotillard
There was a lot of great acting in Rob Marshall’s  musical 
adaptation, “Nine,” but the Oscar representative for the 
film went more for sex appeal than for serious acting. 
Penelope Cruz scored a nomination in Best Supporting 
Actress for her good acting and ferocious sexiness. 
Cotillard, Golden Globe nominee for her performance 
this year , did not rely on her looks, but instead wowed 
with her excellent portrayal of a tired wife confronted with 
her husband’s extramarital affairs. However, she does lay 
claim to an Oscar of her own, a Best Actress statue for her 
performance in “La Vie en Rose” in 2007 . Cotillard is steadily 
gaining international acclaim as an actress with her diverse 
roles, and she should hopefully continue racking up awards in 
years to come.
“(500) Days of Summer”
That a romantic comedy “(500) Days of Summer” received 
no Academy Award nominations is as close to a crime as 
“The Blind Side” garnering a Best Picture nomination. 
While the audience favorite picked up Golden Globe 
nominations  and a Writers Guild nomination for Best 
Original Screenplay  throughout the awards season, 
it failed to get the recognition it deserved. Sure, it may be 
playing around in a genre notorious for its weakness, but 
it so inventively rebuilds the genre with sheer cinematic 
creativity it’s almost impossible not to enjoy. If it couldn’t 
break into the expanded Best Picture lineup, the least the 
Academy could have done would be to offer it a Best Original 
Screenplay nomination.
 Melanie Laurent and Diane 
Kruger
The two major female players in Best Picture 
nominee  “Inglourious Basterds” deservedly have 
something to complain about. Kruger was nominated 
for Best Supporting Actress at the Screen Actors 
Guild awards , where the film itself won Best Cast 
Ensemble . Category confusion about whether or not 
she was a lead or supporting performance may have 
shut Melanie Laurent out of the race, but that’s no 
reason not to admire her caged performance as a Jew 
plotting her revenge against the SS in plain sight. 
Kruger, as the duplicitous Bridget von Hammersmark , 
does fabulous work in a few short scenes, especially the 
elongated conversation piece in the tavern basement. 
While co-star Christoph Waltz  is poised to walk away 
with the Best Supporting Actor statue, don’t forget 
these other beautifully talented stars.
 “Crazy Heart” 
Snubbed in the Best Picture category, this movie trumps 
“The Blind Side” in several ways. It lacks the glitz of Sandra 
Bullock, but it is arguably the best performance of Jeff 
Bridges’  career, and that’s saying something for an actor 
who’s made a name for himself in an array of performances 
as diverse as “Starman”  and “The Big Lebowski.” There 
have been plenty of movies about washed-up performers, 
but this one is different — Bridges gives it real heart. Despite 
the fi lm not making it to the big races of Picture, Director 
or Screenplay, it still landed three nominations , including 
one for Bridges . After winning the Critics Choice , Golden 
Globe and Screen Actors Guild awards , he’s poised to win his 
fi rst Oscar. And the fi lm’s theme song, “The Weary Kind,” is 
unquestionably the best of the Original Song nominees , and 
should easily win on Oscar night.
Karen O.
Partnering with composer Carter Burwell , Karen 
O. of the “Yeah Yeah Yeahs” did fabulous and 
unique work on the “Where the Wild Things Are” 
soundtrack. However, due to a complicated rule 
concerning multiple composers, it was disqualifi ed 
from the Best Original Score category . That’s a real shame, 
because the soundtrack is one of the few that could be 
thoroughly enjoyed without knowing anything about the 
movie. Even in the context of the movie, it’s a vibrant and 
original piece of music.
Courtesy of totalfi lm.com
Courtesy of The Weinstein Co.
“Music in the soul can be heard by 
the universe.”
— Lao Tzu
Courtesy of Fox Searchlight Pictures
Building the Premier Greek Community in North America: Scholarship, Leadership, Service, Friendship
Spring 2010 New Member Initiation & Probate Deadline  April 15th
  Join the Greek Life facebook page!      www.facebook.com/USCgreeks
Midterm Tips
1. Get plenty of rest- Pulling an all-nighter is worse than getting 
a decent amount of sleep.
2. Eat breakfast every morning- A full stomach will keep you 
awake and focused.
3. Set an alarm- Make sure a roommate knows when you need 
to get up just in case your alarm fails.
4. Decide the answer in your head before looking at the multiple 
choice answers, so the correct answer won’t throw you off.
5. If you make a mistake on an essay, cross it out. It’s faster 
than erasing.
6. Words like “a lways” and “never” mean that the statement has 
to be true all of the time. These true/false questions are usually 
false.
Spring Bre
ak Tips
1. Stay in touch with family and friends- Bring emergency contact 
information with you & buy calling cards if you are going out of the country.
2. Wear sunscreen- You can still get a decent tan while protecting your skin.
3. Never go anywhere alone & always tell others where you are going.
4. Stay hydrated, especially while sitting in the sun all day.
5. Make a budget- Decide how much money you want to spend before you 
leave to avoid running out.
6. Bring a camera- Do not miss an opportunity to document your vacation.
7. Avoid bringing anything valuable with you like expensive clothing or 
jewelry.
8. Make sure you place your passport & ID in a safe place upon arrival to your 
destination.
The USC Greek Community 
wishes everyone good luck on their upcoming midterms
& hopes everyone has a safe & happy spring break!
Jimmy Gilmore 
Th e Mix Editor
J.Cole plays Cola
Rapper discusses 
his authentic style
Courtesy of MySpace.com
Cole ● 9
Rising rap star J. Cole took 
time out of his busy schedule 
to have a few words with 
The Daily Gamecock over 
the phone prior to heading 
to Columbia for his concert 
performance.
Daily Gamecock: So what’s 
life been like since you signed 
with Jay-Z?
J. Cole: Super busy, man. 
Nonstop...interviews, shows, 
studios, photo shoots...it’s way 
different from what it was 
before.
DG: You’ve released two 
mixtapes and are working on 
your fi rst album; anything you 
can say about how that album 
will complement your existing 
work?
JC :  I t ’s  g o n n a  b e  a n 
extension of what I already 
have out there.  Content-wise 
and production-wise.
DG: Rap has been one of 
the most successful genres 
of the past decade, but what 
do you feel helped someone 
as famous as Jay-Z recognize 
you?
JC: I think I bring kind of 
a breath of fresh air...I have 
a certain set of sensibilities, 
you know, a sense of where 
hip-hop is heading.
DG: What infl uences your 
music?
JC: Life in general. I know 
that’s generic, but that’s really 
what it is. It comes out of 
what’s around me, things that 
I go through. I just observe.
DG: Do you have a process 
for writing lyrics or do you 
just let it happen?
JC: Rarely do I have a 
situation where I know where 
I’m going. A lot of it has to 
do with the beat...once that 
develops, it’s just about letting 
the lyrics fl ow out.
DG: Most rappers give 
themselves ver y creat ive 
names. Your stage name 
derives f rom your actual 
name, Jermaine Cole. Any 
particular reason for that?
JC: The reason I wanted 
to keep it “J. Cole” is that a) 
that’s my name, and b) that’s 
representative of me as an 
artist. I’m not a character. I’m 
a real person. My music is a 
reflection of that and I want 
the name to refl ect who I am.
DG: Your MySpace.com 
page says you “bring promise 
of a new day in h ip-hop 
music.” Elaborate on that.
JC :  I  wa nt  p eople  to 
fall in love with the music. 
I hope some day lyrics will 
be important again. I hope 
authenticity will be important 
again. It became so much 
about cool for a while now, 
and I think I bring a hopeful 
light.
DG: You’re joining up with 
BE
ST OF
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Cole ● Continued from 8
Jay-Z’s Blueprint 3 tour later 
this week. Is this the fi rst time 
you’ve toured with him?
JC: No, I did for a little 
while last year.
DG: How did that go?
JC: Great, you know, a great 
learning experiences. A lot of 
great performers. I defi nitely 
learned a lot.
DG: So in Columbia you’re 
part of a concert that features 
mash-up sensation Girl Talk. 
Do you think there’s any 
similarity to what you and he 
are doing with music, or is this 
just a totally random pairing?
JC: I’m actually totally 
unfamiliar with his work, I’m 
not gonna lie. What’s it like?
DG: Mash-ups and remixes.
JC: So he’s just throwing it 
all together?
DG: Yeah, pretty much.
JC: Well that’s cool, man ... 
I’m excited to see what it’s like.
Courtesy of MySpace.com
J. Cole was the fi rst rapper to sign to Jay-Z’s label, Roc 
Nation. He joins Jay-Z’s “Blueprint 3” tour later this week.
ACROSS
1 Pilot producer
6 Deep-sixed
15 “Are we __?”:
Sondheim lyric
16 They make lots
of contacts
17 Old Renault
18 Lucille Ball was
one, slangily
19 Low-quality
trumpets and
trombones?
21 Greek liqueur
22 Con lead-in
23 Metric wts.
26 Letters on old
rubles
28 Slight push
31 Squire
32 Sound from the
bleachers
33 Spread unit
34 Man with a
mission
35 “How many fools
do we have
here?”?
39 “Christina’s
World” painter
40 Criticize
41 [snicker]
42 Drooping part of
a Concorde
43 Cheri who
portrayed a
“Morning Latte”
co-host on “SNL”
45 Hard-earned
degs.
46 Bring action
against
47 VII x LXXIII
48 Happy Meal
choice
50 Grades in
standup comedy
class?
55 Ingredient in
green salsa
58 “Giant Brain”
unveiled in 1946
59 Wading, perhaps
60 “Soon It’s __
Rain”: “The
Fantasticks”
song
61 Messy places
62 Second of the
ﬁ ve stages of
grief
DOWN
1 Dutch artist
Frans
2 12-member
cartel
3 Tortilla chip
topping
4 Slow online
connection
5 Pollo partner
6 Clock sound
7 Hawaiian food
ﬁ sh
8 Undiluted
9 “Yes __!”
10 Cut-rate, in
company names
11 A Morse “I”
requires two
12 Nosebag bit
13 Game with a
discard pile
14 1/48 cup: Abbr.
20 Large sea snail
23 “The Radiant
Baby” pop artist
24 Ate like a mouse
25 Brand owned by
Pabst
26 Ceremonial
headgear
27 Favor asker’s
opening
29 Google hit datum
30 Score before ad
in
31 “I’m mad!”
33 Dresden “D’oh!”
34 Clotheshorse
36 Abbr. in Québec
place names
37 Make a dent in
38 Puncture
43 Durable leather
44 Best-seller list
entries
45 Expect
47 Plane that
competed with
Lockheed’s
L-1011
49 Last in a series
50 Baseball’s
Maglie and
Bando
51 “Sorry if __ you
down”
52 Police
53 Rosebud’s
owner, in ﬁ lm
54 War memento
55 Old salt
56 __ trial basis
57 NASDAQ, e.g.
Solution for 02/24/10
02/25/10
02/25/10
Solution from 02/24/10
Inside the Box ● By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock
Spurned ● By Jarad Greene / The Daily Gamecock
Whiteboard ● By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock
HOROSCOPES
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Calendar of Events
The Scene
What: Garnet Circle Recruitment
When: 10 a.m. 
Where: Russell House Lobby 
What: Beta Theta Pi Recruitment
When: 10 a.m. 
Where: Greene Street 
What: Girl Talk concert promotion
When: 11 a.m. 
Where: Greene Street 
What: Alternative Break Service 
Trip To DC meeting
When: 5 p.m. 
Where: RH, Room 301 
What: MAPP interest meeting
When: 5 p.m. 
Where: RH, Room 315 
What: Sorors in HerStory
When: 7 p.m. 
Where: RH, Room 305 
What: PANASA meeting
When: 7 p.m. 
Where: RH, Room 304 
 
 
SPORTS SCHEDULE
Men’s Basketball 
vs. Kentucky 
9 p.m. 
Lexington, Ky.
Baseball 
East Carolina 
Friday 
3 p.m. 
Greenville, N.C.
 
ARIES  You have the 
power to create whatever 
you want today. Infuse your 
act ions with excitement. 
Leave correspondence for 
another day.
TAURUS Extend your 
love to others through the 
tender expression of your 
feelings. There’s no need for 
fl amboyance.
GEMINI You wake up 
with an idea that could change 
the balance or intensity of 
love in your life. Whatever 
you do, the outcome feels just 
right.
C A NC ER  J o i n  a 
female associate to move your 
agenda forward. You need 
visible, satisfying results by 
day’s end. 
LEO  Accept your role 
as social butterf ly, even if 
you feel cramped or agitated 
inside. Once you hit the 
stage, you begin to enjoy the 
spotlight.
VIRGO There’s a lot 
happening inside your head 
today. Don’t expect other 
people to know that. 
LIBRA  You probably 
can’t get romance off your 
mind today. So, plan for the 
weekend and then refocus on 
work.
SCORPIO  This is 
a good day for f i l ing and 
organizing. You have a pile of 
stuff that could be put away 
(or thrown away). Only you 
can make these decisions.
SAGIT TA RIUS
Creative efforts shift toward 
personal relationships. Stifl e 
any tendency to criticize. 
CAPRICORN You 
edge closer to a major goal. 
Your thoughts take you in 
multiple directions, so your 
actions need to focus on the 
logic of your priorities.
AQUA RIUS  T he 
efforts you’ve put in over the 
last few days pay off now. 
You’re far more comfortable 
in your role,  and others 
support you.
PISCES  F i nd  you r 
groove and stay there all day. 
Everyone contributes to make 
today memorable. 
 
TODAY
UNDERGRADUATE ORIGINAL WORKS 
8 p.m. , $5 
The Lab Theatre, 1400 Wheat St. 
ZACH FOWLER & THE ESSENTIALS, SHAWN 
FISHER & THE JUKEBOX GYPSIES, ZUTAHI 
COMMISSION, THE DUBBER  
7:30 p.m. , $5 over 21 / $8 under 21 
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St. 
JOAL RUSH W/MICAH DALTON 
8 p.m. , $5 
The White Mule, 1530 Main St. 
 
GIRL TALK W/ J. COLE 
8 p.m. , Free to students w/ ID 
Carolina Coliseum, 701 Assembly St. 
TOMORROW
CROWNS
8 p.m. , $25 
Trustus Theatre, 520 Lady St. 
LIVING SACRIFICE, WAR OF AGES, LIONHEART, 
THE GREAT COMMISSION 
5:30 p.m. , $12 advance, $15 day of show
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St. 
THE BLUE DOGS W/ THE MASON JARS 
8 p.m. , $12 advance, $15 day of show
The White Mule, 1530 Main St. 
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For one South Carolina women’s basketball player, 
tonight will be her last time putting on a Gamecock 
uniform in the Colonial Life Arena against the Georgia 
Bulldogs. 
Junior guard Lauren Falohun, who is graduating in 
August, has decided to forego her fi nal year of eligibility.
Falohun didn’t put up unbelievable numbers through 
her career at South Carolina, but she did mature into a 
role player for a very young team and help give guidance 
along the way.
She had one year left to play, but felt it was best to 
move on and watch her young teammates next season.
“I think it’s time. I worked hard here,” Falohun said. 
“I’ve been through a lot, and I’ve grown as a person, and 
I think it’s time to sit back in the stands and look at my 
team grow from here.”
Even though the spotlight will be on her tonight, she 
realizes the importance of this game if the team wants 
to continue pushing for an at-large bid in the NCAA 
Tournament. She describes the game as a must-win and 
wants her team to hit its competitive stride, both in this 
game and for the rest of the season.
“It’s a must-win. We have to go out there and prove 
we’re the best,” Falohun said. “We have to find that 
completive edge. I don’t think we hit that point yet. I 
think tomorrow night could be that night we hit our 
edge.”
Head Coach Dawn Staley has seen Falohun grow as a 
person over the past two years.
“She has matured tremendously,” Staley said. “We 
believe she understands everything we’re trying to do 
out there.”
Staley also sees the game as a must-win after losing 
the last three contests, including the last two home 
games against Arkansas and Mississippi State. This team 
has proven it can hang with the Bulldogs after beating 
then-No. 14 Georgia in Athens earlier this season. 
“We gotta continue to push them to play at a level for 
us to be winners,” Staley said.
For Falohun, the moment has hit her that she is 
leaving the program, and the guard hopes to go out on a 
bright note tonight against UGA.
When asked how she wants to be remembered by her 
teammates, she said, “I was the goofy one and kept the 
team laid back.” 
Falohun takes court for fi nal time
Justin Warlick
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Guard moves on from team, leads USC 
against nationally-ranked Georgia
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
Chris Keohane / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Junior guard Lauren Falohun saves the ball from going out of bounds in USC’s 64-50 over Mississippi at the 
Colonial Life Arena on Jan. 28. Falohun plans to graduate early and will not return to the team next season.
It was a win that no one saw coming.
With the bright lights of ESPN shining bright 
onto the f loor of the Colonial Life Arena, South 
Carolina did the unthinkable — beat No. 1-ranked and 
undefeated Kentucky. 
Spearheading that victory was star point guard 
Devan Downey. The senior dropped 30 on Big Blue 
that night, despite connecting on only 9 of 29 shots. 
But it was enough, as USC notched the 68-62 victory. 
“The biggest thing is he went through a stretch there,” 
coach Darrin Horn said. “He was playing on a level 
probably unparalleled in all of college basketball in a 
two-week stretch.”
Downey was on a scoring pace that the Southeastern 
Conference hadn’t seen in quite some time, probably 
not since “Pistol” Pete Maravich in the late 1960s. 
“Downey is going to take 30 shots; that is what he 
is going to do,” Kentucky coach John Calipari said. 
“What was happening to us, because he was driving, 
we were ball watching. When he shot a ball, their man 
went around and rebounded. That’s the issue of the 
game.”
Kentucky has rebounded nicely since its six-point 
defeat in Columbia. The Wildcats (26-1, 11-1 SEC) 
have won all seven games they’ve played since that 
night, including impressive road victories at Mississippi 
State and Vanderbilt. But according to Horn, USC’s 
stunning victory is in the past, and the Gamecocks (14-
12, 5-7) will need a much better effort this time around 
in order to knock off the now-No. 2 Kentucky Wildcats. 
“The important thing for us is focusing on what we 
need to do. That game was almost a month ago, and both of 
our teams are a little different now,” Horn said. “[Now the 
question is] what do we need to do on Thursday?”
Calipari has created new schemes this time around in order 
to stop Downey and his band of teammates. According to the 
first-year UK coach, his team’s habit of watching Downey 
cost them more when he missed because the Cats collapsed 
defensively, and USC’s interior offense was able to clean up the 
misses underneath the basket.
“I think we have a new game plan this time, and we have 
to be ready to come out and compete,” sophomore guard 
DeAndre Liggins said. “They out-rebounded us, and we broke 
down defensively. We have to make up for it and not do that 
again.”
But the Gamecocks won’t be gun-shy playing in 
front of 23,000 rabid Kentucky fans. Last year on the 
same court, Downey hit a jumper just inside the 
three-point line with 3.2 seconds remaining to seal 
a 78-77 victory — just USC’s second win at Rupp 
Arena in 23 years. 
“Did they win last year in this building? So 
they aren’t intimidated by this building,” Calipari said. “They 
could easily come in and beat us.”
Believe Calipari when he says it, because USC is far from a 
doormat in tonight’s contest, which will be televised at 9 p.m. 
on ESPN2. 
“I’m going to tell you, they could beat us. They are good 
enough to beat us; they have already beaten us once,” Calipari 
said. “We’re not walking in this game, and I’m certainly not 
saying this is a W. If we win it on a half-court bank shot, I’ll be 
happy; it will be a hard game for us.”
Now, with a three-game winning streak against the Cats on 
its side and a second straight season sweep on the line, South 
Carolina prepares to take on Kentucky in a showdown that will 
either keep its tournament hopes on utter life support or fi nally 
seal their fate.
Can lightning strike the same place twice? 
Chris Cox
SPORTS EDITOR
Gamecocks turn to star guard 
to pull second straight upset 
over heavily-favored UK Wildcats
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
Sam Bennett / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
South Carolina point guard Devan Downey fl ies by UK 
freshman guard Eric Bledsoe in Carolina’s 68-62 victory.
Can lightning strike twice?
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classifieds
Place  a  C lass i f i ed  ad :  p  803-777-3888  • f  803-777-6482  • www.da i lygamecock .com
E-ma i l :  sho lmes@mai lbox .sc .edu  • Of f ice  hours :  M-F 8 :30  am -  5  pm •  Russe l l  House ,  Rm.  343
Additional Info
DEADLINE Additional options
Major credit cards acceptedLine classified ad rates
Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost
Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line
FREE Utilities No Fees!
Now Leasing Fully Furnished
2, 3 & 4 Bedrooms
??PET FRIENDLY
?? ?????????????????????????
?? ?????????
?? ????????? ????
?? ??????????
?????????????????
oﬀerendsfeb 28!
?? ??????? ????????
?? ?????? ? ?????? ??
803-779-4888????????? ?????????????????????
Not aﬃliated with The Woodlands Land Development Company, L.P. in Montgomery and Harris County, Texas. 
????????????????? ??????????????????
????????? ?
$555
????????? ????????????????
????????????
???? ????
Furnished
B
ES
T OF
Apartments
PRE-LEASE FOR SUMMER/FALL
Reserve 2BR for $750 Market rate 905. 
Reserve it today! All utilities incld. 
Open M-F 9-5  Call Glenn 799-1442
27 Apts (1-5 BR) almost on campus. 
803.318.0800  rajaluri@aeliusa.com
1BR LG renov w/all appl. w/d hkup dw lg 
front proch under oak tree in Gramby 
Mill neigh beside the new baseball sta-
dium. $575. Call Dean 414-2990.
Housing-Rent
STADIUM VILAGE LOFTS
2BR  Grad stds pref. Gated complex 
w/restrictions. Many amenities $1200/mo  
803-242-5058
CONDO FOR RENT  2BR 2BA
min from USC located on River.
All appl furn. $800.Avail now! 
Call Matt 730-3980
Housing-Rent
4BR 2BA Shandon hd flrs  Begin 5/10
$1345. 3BR NOW. $11095 318-0729
Elmwood Park 5BR 2BA home recently 
remodeled, close to USC avail 6/1/10
$1,600 + sec dep. Call 429-3243
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp 
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.
Help Wanted
OFFICE ASSISTANT IN IRMO
Fabulous opportunity for serious senior 
or grad student looking for office experi-
ence. Exciting small beauty company in 
Irmo has immediate opening for PT of-
fice assistant. approx. 20/hrs/wk. Flex af-
ternoon hrs. Responsibilities include: 
Customer service support, filing, office 
errands data entry, assistance in ship-
ping dept. solid work ethic, excellent 
communication skills and attention to de-
tail are a must. 410/hr background check 
+ drug screen. Contact 
lela@bellalucce.com or via fax at 
800.485.3079.
Help Wanted
Child Care
IRMO DAY CARE  -. PT  position avail-
able working with 2 y.o  2-6:pm. M-F 
Daycare exp required. Call 781-5439.
Help Wanted
Instructors
Experienced Personal Trainers  
needed. Located 5 minutes from cam-
pus. PT available. Contact 
Personally Fit @ 799-9455 for details..
Help Wanted
Restaurants
TEAPOT CHINESE RESTAURANT
Now hiring cashiers & delivery drivers.  
Good Tips! Flexible hrs. 920-4975
Help Wanted
Restaurants
HARBOR IN SEAFOOD -Now hiring 
servers/cashiers for day and night. Will 
work with your schedule. Please apply 
within 7375 Two Notch Rd 462-3498
YO BURRITO is looking for hard work-
ing servers & kitchen staff to work.Apply 
in person any day between 2 & 6pm 
2631 Devine Street.
Services
PREGNANT,  NEED HELP? 
FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165
Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK 
$189.00 5-DAYS or $239 7-DAYS.
All prices include: Round-trip luxury 
cruise with food. Accommodations on 
the island at your choice of thirteen 
resorts. Appalachia Travel. 
www.BahamaSun.com 800-867-5018
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